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requently, i am asked for recommendations on the most readable sporting authors
and their books or to name volumes that every avid hunter and angler should
have on his shelves. Obviously, such choices are to some degree a matter of personal
preference and, no matter whether i put together a list of 50 top writers or 500
“must reads,” rest assured, some important author or someone’s all-time favorite

will be omitted—different types of literature delight different folks.
a couple of further caveats connected with the suggestions that follow also need to be

mentioned. first, the title i have chosen is misleading because of the list that follows. it covers
50 authors but actually mentions perhaps four times that number of books. Relatively few
top-drawer outdoor writers were one book wonders and, in cases such as eodore Roosevelt,
Nick Lyons, Robert Ruark and numerous others, pretty much everything they published on
the outdoors is worthy of attention and a place on the shelves of a representative sporting library. 
in other words, if you have a book by each of these authors, you’ve made a fine start, but i’ll
wager that a number of them will whet your appetite for more.

for present purposes, i have limited myself 
exclusively to works by american authors. at’s 
more a matter of convenience than anything else, and 
i’ll readily acknowledge that some of my all-time favorites 
are British. additionally, and this is a strongly held personal 
preference, you won’t find much in the way of “how to” or 
“where to” books in this list. such books have their place, and 
my own writings over the years encompass several works of this 
type. However, for the most part, they do not make for enduring 
literature or gripping reading.

my qualifications for amassing this list are nothing special, other                 than longevity
and the fact that i have been an avid reader since boyhood. Over the course of some 70 years
as an outdoorsman (i’m 76 years old and caught my first fish at age 5, my first trout on a fly at
9 and shot my first squirrel at 11), i’ve always been an inveterate reader. my personal library
holds many thousands of outdoor books; i’ve traded and sold hunting and fishing books for
many years, and no small portion of my writing has dealt with the literature of sport. 
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some reflection of my obsession with books on hunting and fishing is provided by the fact
that i’ve edited and compiled more than a dozen anthologies containing highly regarded writings
on various outdoor-related subjects, and at present, i’m working on yet another book in this
genre (a collection of great deer-hunting stories). i’ve also been the book columnist for 
Sporting Classics for many years. 

finally, my personal preferences lean rather heavily toward authors from the golden years
of american sporting literature (1930s through the 1960s), fly fishing and books that tell a
tale as opposed to simply providing instruction. ose are the considerations involved in
doing what a lawyer would call “qualifying the witness.”

With that by way of introduction, here are 50 authors who, to my way of thinking, every se-
rious sportsman should read. some wrote exclusively on hunting; others dedicated their literary
efforts to fishing. in a number of cases, the writers covered both types of activities and a few don’t
fall neatly into either category. ey are just individuals who communicated the outdoor 
experience through the written word.

e descriptions of each author’s work
are of necessity brief, but they should 
suffice to provide enough of a teaser to 
let you know what to expect. 
Recommendations are in alphabetical
order by the author’s name. 

i’ll offer one final thought before 
getting down to literary brass tacks. a few
years back, a friend and first-rate writer, steve Bodio, put together a book along lines somewhat
similar to the material below. Entitled A Sportsman’s Library, it covers, according to its sub-
title, a hundred “essential, engaging, offbeat, and occasionally odd fishing and hunting books.”
i’ve read and own every book steve lists. i’m sure there’s considerable duplication in my list
(although i intentionally decided not to revisit his pages when compiling it), but i’m likewise
certain that there are differences not merely in choices of authors but in individual books by
authors we both hold in high esteem. such are differing tastes, and here’s what tickles my 
personal literary palate.



1.  Bradford Angier, Wilderness Cookery and Survival with Style. although i’ve noted that
this list eschews books of the “how to” genre, i’m making an immediate exception with angier,
who was the guru of shifts and expedients of camping and life in the wilderness long before
the word survivalist gained widespread usage. ese are but two of 30-plus books he wrote on
coming to grips with the natural world.
2.   Jim Babb, Fly-Fishin’ Fool. Editor of Gray’s Sporting Journal for many years, Babb brings
self-deprecation, wry humor, knowledge and literary skill to all his books. He is one of the
finest modern angling writers as not only this book but others such as Fish Won’t Let Me Sleep,

River Music and Crosscurrents make abundantly manifest.
3.  Havilah Babcock, e Best of Babcock (edited by Hugh Grey). an English professor at
the University of south Carolina, Babcock was an avid quail hunter and freshwater angler. all
of his books are pure delights. I Don’t Want to Shoot an Elephant, Jaybirds Go to Hell on Friday,

My Health is Better In November, and Tales of Quails ’n Such are anthologies that feature stories
he wrote for Field & Stream and other magazines. e Education of Pretty Boy is his only full-
length book.
4.  Ray Bergman, Trout. a revered figure in the literature of angling, Bergman was a long-
time columnist for Outdoor Life. Trout, which was constantly in print for a half-century, was
the Bible on the subject for three generations of fishermen. Other books include Just Fishing,

Fresh Water Bass, and With Fly, Plug and Bait.
5.  Vince Bourjailly, e Unnatural Enemy. a wide-ranging, highly literate treatise on bird
hunting by a key figure in the famed iowa Writer’s Workshop. also recommended is Country Matters.
6.  Meshach Browning, Forty-Four Years in the Life of a Hunter. first published in 1859,
this is a classic covering many types of hunting (the quest for whitetails looms particularly
large), frontier life and more.
7.  Nash Buckingham, De Shootinest Gent’man. fondly known as “mr. Buck,” Buckingham
wrote almost exclusively on waterfowl, upland game and the dogs used in these types of hunting.
Except for National Field Trial Champions, a work he co-authored with William Brown, all of
Buckingham’s books are anthologies of contributions originally appearing in magazines. ey
include Ole Miss, Mark Right!, Tattered Coat, Hallowed Years, Blood Lines and Game Bag.



8.  Russell Chatham, Dark Waters. Highly literate and immensely readable. also worthy of
attention are Silent Seasons and e Angler’s Coast.
9.  Henry Edwards Davis, e American Wild Turkey. is is the only outdoor-related
book davis wrote, although his sporting memoirs, edited by Ben moise and with an introduction
by this writer, appeared a few years back. it is, without question, the single most important
book ever written on america’s big game bird.
10.   Charley Dickey, Opening Shots and Parting Lines and Movin’ Along with Charley

Dickey. fondly called “Chum” by his friends, dickey was a World War ii hero who settled in
tennessee and became a popular and prolific freelance writer.
11.  William Faulkner, Big Woods. a Nobel laureate and giant of american letters, most of
faulkner’s work falls outside the outdoor genre. is collection of four short stories—“e
Bear,” “Race at morning,” “e Old People” and “e Bear Hunt”—is a classic in every sense.
12.  Corey Ford, e Best of Corey Ford. ford’s “Lower forty” column graced the pages of
Field & Stream during the same time as Ruark’s “e Old man and the Boy,” and for rollicking
humor, ford is hard to beat. Noteworthy books published in his lifetime include You Can 

Always Tell a Fisherman (But You Can’t Tell Him Much), Minutes of the Lower Forty and Uncle

Perk’s Jug. in addition to his “Best,” posthumously published collections include e Corey

Ford Sporting Treasure, Trout Tales and Other Angling Stories, Cold Noses and Warm Hearts and
e Trickiest ing in Feathers.
13.  John Gierach, Another Lousy Day in Paradise. ere is really nothing to recommend
this book over a whole batch of other titles—Trout Bum (probably his best-known work),
Standing in a Stream Waving a Stick, All Fishermen Are Liars, No Shortage of Good Days, e

View from Rat Lake, Even Brook Trout Get the Blues and others—except that i really like the
title and he is consistently top drawer.
14.  Arnold Gingrich, e Fishing in Print. e long-time editor of Esquire and a man who
worked with such giants as Hemingway, Gingrich was a passionate fly fisherman and student
of angling history. is book, along with e Joys of Trout and e Well-Tempered Angler, 
capture the spirit of the sport and what it meant to a gentle, gracious man.



15.  Caroline Gordon, Aleck Maury, Sportsman. although fiction, this book is based to a
considerable degree on the author’s memories of her father. it contains one of my favorite 
lines from all sporting literature, a depiction of a smallmouth bass when it feels the bite of a
hook as “chicken hawk and chain lightning,” but a greater portion of the book deals with 
upland game hunting. 
16.  Zane Grey, Tales of Southern Waters (or any of the author’s “tales of” titles). Grey
made his fortune and garnered fame through Westerns, many of which included hunting-related
material, but his consuming passion was big-game fishing. He wrote bestsellers to support his
habit and spent the income from them in prodigal fashion.
17.  Roderick Haig-Brown was incredibly prolific, but his four season books (Fisherman’s

Spring, Fisherman’s Summer, Fisherman’s Fall and Fisherman’s Winter), along with Return to the

River, e Western Angler and A River Never Sleeps, are all excellent. i’m cheating a bit here, 
because Haig-Brown was an american but the xenophobic might rightly point out he was a
Canadian. Never mind that, he wrote like a dream and left us books aplenty to enjoy.
18.  Van Campen Heilner, A Book on Duck Shooting. While primarily remembered as an 
expert on saltwater fishing (especially surf casting) and as a protégé of Zane Grey, Heilner’s
work on waterfowling is his most enduring.
19.  Ernest Hemingway, e Green Hills of Africa and his collected short stories (i think his
Nick adams stories, which are available as a separate item published posthumously but also
appear in other collections, are his finest outdoor-related material). Honesty compels me to
state i’m not a huge Hemingway fan. indeed, i think Ruark’s writings about africa were much
better, and some of Hemingway’s novels are guaranteed antidotes for insomnia. Yet at his best,
Papa’s crisp, sparse prose, almost an exact opposite of the effusions of faulkner, is riveting.
Read and make your own judgment.
20.  Gene Hill—any of the many collections of his tight, bright little pieces such as Hill

Country, A Hunter’s Fireside Book, Mostly Tailfeathers, Tears & Laughter, A Listening Walk, 

Passing a Good Time, Shotgunner’s Notebook and others will provide an introduction. if you like
him as much as i do, you’ll probably want to dig much deeper.
21.  William Humphrey, My Moby Dick. a classic treatment of man versus fish written in
Humphrey’s inimitable style. also of importance are e Spawning Run and Open Season. 



22.  Stephen Hunter, Pale Horse Coming. strictly speaking, Hunter doesn’t write about hunting
(or fishing), but he knows guns in a way mystery and thriller writers would be well-advised to
emulate. moreover, his adventure novels, most revolving around Earl and Bob Lee swagger
(snipers/shootists) are gripping. What sets apart Pale Horse Coming is that the cast of characters
includes men based quite closely on great gun writers of yesteryear, such as Jack O’Connor
and Elmer Keith. it’s a grand read and trying to identify the characters adds to its charm. 
23.  Joe Hutto, Illumination in the Flatwoods. i can think of no book on the outdoors that
is more unusual. e essence of this book is that the author in effect becomes a wild turkey,
literally living with and following a bunch of poults from when they hatch until the last of his
“brethren” departs. Charming, beautifully written and based on a fantastic experience, this
isn’t just for turkey hunters; it’s for anyone with an interest in nature.
24.  Elmer Keith, Hell! I Was ere. Bombastic and perhaps motivated to a certain degree by
the “little man syndrome,” Keith was a staunch advocate of large caliber guns, and an editor’s
nightmare (his writing needed a great deal of editorial attention), ough controversial, Keith
enjoyed immense popularity. is is his autobiography. 
25.  Tom Kelly, e Best of Tom Kelly (edited by Jim Casada and Jim spencer). Here you get
a wide selection of timeless Kelly stories selected by two die-hard turkey hunting writers. His best-
known single works, and they now number in the teens, are Tenth Legion and Dealer’s Choice.
26.  Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac. Perhaps our most widely known and praised
conservationist, Leopold lived close to the good earth and understood its rhythms as few have.
also of particular note is his Round River.
27.  Nick Lyons, Full Creel: A Nick Lyons Reader. Everything this gentle soul, who has been
a friend and mentor to so many writers (including me), has offered on his life’s consuming
passion, fishing, is worthy of note. my choice of a title is arbitrary and e Seasonable Angler

or My Secret Fishing Life would have been equally appropriate.
28.  omas McGuane, To Skin a Cat and Ninety-Two in the Shade. mcGuane’s fiction is
well known beyond the comparatively circumscribed circles of sporting literature, but the sto-
ries in these books on hunting (the former) and fishing (the latter) are heady stuff indeed.



29.  Norman MacLean, A River Runs rough It. i knew and revered this book long before
it formed the basis for a movie (for once, the screen version pretty much lives up to the 
standards of the book). it is a slender volume that everyone who wishes to understand the
sport’s allure should read.
30.  Gordon MacQuarrie, Stories of the Old Duck Hunters and Other Drivel. Published
posthumously, as is the case with five other collections of his work—More Stories of the Old

Duck Hunters, Last Stories of the Old Duckers, Fly Fishing with MacQuarrie, MacQuarrie 

Miscellany and e Gordon MacQuarrie Sporting Treasury—this is a delightful anthology of
stories he wrote for major sporting magazines. 
31.  John Madson, Tall Grass Prairie. sometimes heralded as the father of prairie restoration,
madson was an insightful conservationist who wrote with gripping verve. Other works of note
include Up on the River, Where the Sky Began, Out Home and Stories from Under the Sky.
32.  Frank Mele, Small in the Eye of the River: Angling Essays and Stories. You won’t find
mele’s name on many lists, and he is nowhere near as prolific as many of his compatriots, yet i
love this book. 
33.  Harry Middleton, On the Spine of Time. most readers would likely choose his first
book, e Earth Is Enough, but perhaps because i grew up in the smokies where Spine of Time

is set, i think it his best. Harry, whom i knew well, was a troubled soul and his later books are
grey and sometimes grim.
34.  Seth Norman, Meanderings of a Fly Fisherman. Quirky and true to the first word of its
title, this book is a bedside delight. also recommended is e Fly Fisher’s Guide to Crimes of Passion.
35.  Jack O’Connor, e Rifle Book, e Best of Jack O’Connor, Hunting in the 

Southwest, e Lost Classics of Jack O’Connor and Classic O’Connor (i edited the latter
two). a former English professor whose writing reflected not only erudition but exceptional
mastery of his subject matter, O’Connor wrote a bevy of books and scores of stories and
columns for Outdoor Life. His work was consistently top drawer.
36.  Datus Proper, What the Trout Said. Proper’s other books, all of them written with flair
and a graceful sort of craftsmanship exemplifying devotion to the printed word, included 
Running Waters, Pheasants of the Mind and e Last Old Place (on Portugal). He died doing
what he loved—fishing a small trout stream where he likely fell, hit his head and drowned.



37.  Marjorie Rawlings, Cross Creek. Best known for e Yearling, Rawlings was a fascinating
figure in many ways, not least of which was her love for hunting and fishing. is book, 
autobiographical in nature, is by no means all outdoor oriented, but the natural world, 
hunting and fishing figure prominently in its pages. incidentally, her Cross Creek Cookery

contains a fine batch of game and fish recipes.
38.  Steve Raymond, Rivers of the Heart. is memoir should be supplemented by delving
into his other books including e Year of the Angler, e Year of the Trout, Estuary Angler, 

Steelhead Country and Kamloops.
39.  George Reiger, Wildfowler’s Quest. a productive and occasionally controversial writer,
Reiger was best at chronicling his own adventures, such as those in this book and Wanderer on

My Native Shore, which did much to perpetuate Zane Grey’s angling legacy. He wrote eloquently
on saltwater angling in Profiles in Saltwater Angling and elsewhere.
40.  eodore Roosevelt, e Wilderness Hunter. a graceful, highly expressive writer, 
indefatigable outdoorsman and ardent conservationist, tR stands alone among the ranks of
sporting politicians. He wrote a dozen or so outdoor-oriented books, with Ranch Life and the

Hunting Trail, African Game Trail, and rough the Brazilian Wilderness being of particular note.
41.  John J. Rowlands, Cache Lake Country: Life in the North Woods. fictional but with a
solid undercurrent of autobiography, this simple and supremely serene book captivated me as
a child and has lost none of its charm over the ensuing decades. do a youngster a favor and
give them the book (and read it yourself ).
42.  Robert Ruark, e Old Man and the Boy. a true classic, i personally consider this as the best
single book on the outdoors ever written by an american author. also well worth attention are its
sequel, e Old Man’s Boy Grows Older, Horn of the Hunter and Something of Value. Useful anthologies
include michael mcintosh’s Robert Ruark’s Africa and the present writer’s e Lost Classics of Robert Ruark.
43.  Archibald Rutledge, An American Hunter. Rutledge, the quintessential southern 
traditionalist, produced two dozen or so collections of outdoor-related stories and well as many
books of nature-based poetry. most of his books are rare but you can sample a solid collection of
his material in my Hunting and Home in the Southern Heartland: e Best of Archibald Rutledge

along with four other anthologies i compiled that feature tales on deer hunting, wild turkeys, 
upland game and dogs and Christmas hunts at his beloved Hampton Plantation.



44.  Ernest ompson Seton, Two Little Savages and Lives of the Hunted. many of seton’s
books carry strong overtones of anthropomorphism, but he was masterful at “getting inside
the head” of predators. He is also consistently entertaining.
45.  Harold Sheldon, Tranquility. Based on a real place in New England, this was the first
volume of a trilogy with Tranquility Revisited and Tranquility Regained. in it, the author, a
leading figure on the national conservation scene, exhibits a rare feel for place and for the 
simple yet deeply meaningful aspects of sport.
46.  Edmund Ware Smith, e One-Eyed Poacher of Privilege. smith wrote a number of timeless
books, all set in the maine woodlands, but his woods savvy protagonist, the poacher Jeff Coongate,
is what really gives his work distinction. Other smith works include A Tomato Can Chronicle, Tall

Tales and Short, For Main Only, Upriver and Down, Further Adventures of the One-Eyed Poacher, 

A Treasury of the Maine Woods and e One-Eyed Poacher and the Maine Woods.
47.  Burton Spiller, Firelight. maybe our best-known writer on grouse (Grouse Feathers, More

Grouse Feathers, Drummer in the Woods), spiller also wrote oroughbred and Fishin’ Around.
all are first-rate.
48.  Guy de la Valdene, Fragrance of Grass, On the Water and A Handful of Feathers.
Evocative, lyrical and a master of setting a mood, this European aristocrat turned florida 
resident epitomizes sporting writing at the highest levels of literary achievement.
49.  Charley Waterman, Hunting Upland Birds, e Hunter’s World or A Charley 

Waterman Reader. for most of the adult portion of a life spanning more than 90 years, 
Waterman wrote widely and well on many subjects—gun dogs, fly fishing, saltwater angling,
hunting upland game and more. He was one of the last great “generalists,” and the books
noted here are but a small sampling of his impressive efforts. 
50.  Townsend Whelen, Mister Rifleman. “townie’s” autobiography was completed by family
members after his death. He was an expert on rifles and ballistics. among his other books, 
e Hunting Rifle is particularly noteworthy along with Bradford angier (editor), e Best of

Colonel Townsend Whelen.



To learn more about Jim Casada’s work, to sign up for his free monthly e-newsletter, 
or to check his extensive listings of books for sale, visit his website at 

www.jimcasadaoutdoors.com. 
He has many of the books listed here for sale or can help locate them.
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Jim Casada BiOGRaPHY

im Casada is a son of the smokies who grew up in Bryson City, North Carolina and says
“a corner  of my soul still belongs to the high country.”  His formal education includes a 
B. a. in history from King University (Bristol, tennessee), an m. a. in British history 
from Virginia tech (Blacksburg, Virginia), and a Ph. d. in British imperial history from 

Vanderbilt University (Nashville, tennessee).  He taught at Winthrop University from    
1971-1996 before taking early retirement to devote all his energies to writing. 
While at Winthrop, he rose to the rank of full professor, served two terms as chair of the

graduate faculty, was recognized as the institution’s distinguished Professor in 1983, and won
numerous excellence in teaching awards. as an academician, he wrote several books, roughly
a hundred articles and reviewed numerous books for scholarly journals. 

Jim was a fellow at the University of Edinburgh’s institute for advanced studies in the
Humanities in 1977 and held research grants from the american Philosophical society and
other organizations. for many years, until his retirement from teaching, he was a fellow of
the Royal Geographical society.

a long-time member of outdoor writers’ groups,  Jim has served as president of the 
Outdoor Writers association of america, the southeastern Outdoor Press association
(sEOPa) and the south Carolina Outdoor Press association (sCOPe), as well as being a
founding board member of the Professional Outdoor media association. He has been honored
by the first two organizations as recipient of their top service awards. 

Jim has won upwards of 180 awards from regional and national organizations for his writing
and photography and has been the recipient of numerous honors, including the federation of
fly fishers’ arnold Gingrich memorial award for contributions to angling literature, the south
Carolina Wildlife federation’s Harry Hampton memorial award, and recognition as the 
National Wild turkey federation’s National Communicator of the Year. He was an inaugural



inductee into the fly fishing museum of the southern appalachians Hall of fame and, in 2018,
was inducted into southern trout magazine’s Legends of the fly Hall of fame. He holds an 
honorary Life membership in sEOPa in recognition of “long, loyal and distinguished service” to
the organization and, in 2016, sCOPe recognized him with its Lifetime achievement award.

Jim is the author or editor of dozens of books and has written forewords, contributed
chapters or provided introductions to almost 200 volumes. He writes a weekly newspaper
column and has held masthead positions with a number of magazines. He serves as editor-at-
large for Sporting Classics and contributes a regular column for Carolina Mountain Life maga-
zine. Jim is editor of the “Outdoor tennessee” series published by the University of tennessee
Press and oversaw the “firearms Classics” series from Palladium Press. His work has appeared
in every major outdoor-related magazine and he has had more than 5,000 articles published.

His major books for sportsmen include: 
ORIGINAL WORKS

Remembering the Greats:  Profiles of turkey Hunting’s Old masters (2012)
e Literature of turkey Hunting: an annotated Bibliography and Random musings of a  
sporting Bibliophile (2011) 
fly fishing in the Great smoky mountains 
National Park: an insider’s Guide to a Pursuit of Passion (2009)  
Beginner’s Guide to fly fishing (2006)
field to feast: e Remington Cookbook (with ann Casada—2006)
Wild fare and Wise Words (with ann Casada—2005)
Backyard Grilling (With ann Casada, teresa marrone and Kate fiduccia—2005)
Wild Bounty (with ann Casada—2000)
innovative turkey Hunting (2000)
e Ultimate Venison Cookbook (with ann Casada—1998)
e Complete Venison Cookbook (with ann Casada—1996)
modern fly fishing (1993)
Jim is also the author of five scholarly works on african explorers, was editor of the bibliographical
series, “emes in European Expansion;” editor for the University of tennessee Press “Outdoor
tennessee” series; and editor of the ongoing “firearms Classics” series from Palladium Press.



EDITOR AND COMPILER

e Greatest deer Hunting Book Ever (2018)
e Greatest Quail Hunting Book Ever (2016)
Bird dog days, Wingshooting Ways: archibald Rutledge’s Upland Hunting stories (2016)
Passages (co-edited with Chuck Wechsler—2011)
Carolina Christmas: archibald Rutledge’s Enduring Holiday stories (2010) 
Classic O’Connor (2010) 
Ruark Remembered: By the man Who Knew Him Best (2006)
e marksmanship Primer (2004)
e Lost Classics of Jack O’Connor (2004)
sporting firearms (an anthology of Horace Kephart’s writings on guns—2004)
forgotten tales and Vanished trails (eodore Roosevelt’s outdoor and nature writings—2001) 
team Realtree turkey Hunting fieldbook (2001)
frederick C. selous: a Hunting Legend (2000)
Bird dog days, Wingshooting Ways (1998)
africa’s Greatest Hunter: e Lost Writings of frederick C. selous (1998)
e Lost Classics of Robert Ruark (1996)
america’s Greatest Game Bird: archibald Rutledge turkey-Hunting tales (1994)
e Best of Horatio Bigelow (1994)
Last Casts and stolen Hunts (co-edited with Chuck Wechsler—1993)
tales of Whitetails: archibald Rutledge’s Great deer-Hunting stories (1992)
Hunting and Home in the southern Heartland: e Best of archibald Rutledge (1992)

Current projects include work on a biography of archibald Rutledge; a book of profiles on
grand characters from the Great smokies; a work on appalachian food lore and recipes; and
a collection of essays on people, places and folkways of the southern appalachians.


